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~General Comment

DIABLO CANYON IS NOT NEEDED TO FILL CALIFORNIA'S ENERGY DEMANDS

The California Independent System Operator oversees energy distribution throughout California by
• ' managing the grid: CAISO has expressed concern that there may be times when there is so much

variable wind, solar and other renewable energy being scheduled onto its system that the other
Sgenerators, such as nuclear, who will have to adjust to accommodate it, will not have the flexibility

SA needed to do so.

\ Nuclear power plants cannot safely turn their power off and on. Every time a reactor is powered

• \ down, it causes stress on the parts. In order to have a flexible, resilient energy grid, the power
sources must be responsive. Nuclear energy is not flexible. Diablo Canyon will provide about
8.5% of the energy to the grid, whether we need it or not. Therefore, it stymies the growth of

Srooftop solar and wind, which are very responsive-and flexible.

"s•,~ We urge you to deny the relicensing of Diablo Canyon. We do not need the enlergy in the 21 st
).x, Century; it leaves a toxic waste behind for hundreds of thousands of years; and we must be
~Žforward thinking into a responsive, flexible and resilient energy future.
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